
DISCOVER
THE POWER
TO SUCCEED
Growing a Successful 
Accountancy Business

These are just a very small sample of the slides

 we use for this presentation



Some Firm Challenges

• Lack of market focus - some cannot describe in 15 seconds what 
sets them apart

• Eroding client base. Clients are being stolen away or merged or 
leave because of lacklustre work

• Low billable hours - firm owners and maybe managers are not delivering

• Little pro-active marketing 



Some Firm Challenges

• Succession not planned - the next generation of leaders has not 
been identified and given the encouragement to grow

• Lifestyle concerns - too many firm owners are devoting too much 
time at the cost to their personal lives while others have perhaps 
opted out of devoting enough time to what is, a very demanding 
profession

• Inertia. Change is all around. People are aware but today we are 
busy, busy, busy and not enough resource / planning is focussed 
on the needs of tomorrow



Key Concepts in This Seminar

• Compliance services

• Specialist / niche services

• Extension / advisory / value added services

• Role of the expert vs the role of the advisor

• Visible time

• You need to nurture your talent - they are actually volunteers!

• We need to move on from 20th century billing practices

• All time is investment time

• Outstanding quality



Forward to Basics

The three ingredients for a remarkable accounting firm are to…

• Look great

• Sound great, and

• Be great
MICHAEL CARTER - PRACTICE PARADOX



Forward to Basics

The three great ingredients for a remarkable accounting 
firm are to be…

• Smarter

• Better

• Faster
MARK LLOYDBOTTOM



We All Have a Limited Capacity For Change



We Need Strategies For Remaining Gainfully Employed

Advancing automation embraced by government regulation

“Automation has traditionally displaced workers, forcing 
them onto higher ground that machines have not yet 

claimed. Today as artificial intelligence encroaches on 
knowledge work, there is a challenge in seeing how 
humans will remain employed in large numbers…”

THOMAS DAVENPORT, HBR JUNE 2015



We Need Strategies For Remaining Gainfully Employed

Advancing automation embraced by government regulation

Reframing: …“The outlook is grim if technology 
continues to chip away relentlessly at the tasks currently 
performed by well-educated people. But if we reframe 

the use of machines as augmentation, human work can 
flourish and accomplish what was never before 

possible.
THOMAS DAVENPORT, HBR JUNE 2015

HBR reprint R1506C



Disruption – it is more like an earthquake!

Audit Developments

Using AI - IBM Watson Explorer

The integration of data analytics:
This involves teaching Watson by inputting rules
and data – this involves teaching Watson your  
way of doing things to enable firms to deliver much smarter audits 
– more work being performed online

The audit tools are command-line utilities that query every 
collection in a set of Watson Explorer Engine, BigIndex, 
Application Builder, and Watson Explorer Content Analytics 
instances.

More Info – IBM Knowledge Center



New “C Level” Job Roles may include:

• Analytics manager/director
• Automation officer
• Client director
• Cyber security officer
• Data officer
• Digital officer
• Futurist manager
• Innovation manager
• Learning manager
• Robotics manager
• Privacy manager
• Talent manager
• Culture vulture 

                                                               Maybe even  a …



Director of Change Management

[Some] keys to change management:
• Make sure your team understand the “why” of change. People 

want to know “what does this mean for me?” Or, “what’s in it for 
me?”

• Can your team see the plan and the roadmap? Helps to get their 
buy-in.

• Make sure your team understand their roles and what exactly is 
expected of them. Ensure that they can see how to plug and 
play



Director of Change Management

• Make sure they have a voice in the change – including their 
input and ideas will help increase acceptance

• But, it is important to do all you can to minimise change fatigue
• Somehow we all have to do all we can to manage the swamp of 

change
• Change is a never-ending journey – you never arrive. You have 

to be intentional about every day. If you think you’ve arrived you 
are in trouble!

• Resources:
Simon Sinek – Why
Switch – Chip and Dan Heath
Managing Transitions: Making the Most of Change – William 
Bridges 



NextGen Development

Skills (partial list)
Networking
Marketing
Sales skills – how to go out on a sales call
Business advisory capabilities (that can be charged and not 

given FOC)
Participating in effective client meetings
Billing skills - having a conversation with clients
New client onboarding
Having a say in how the firm is run
Technology skills
Advancement plans
Niche expertise



Firm revenues are derived from four management activities: 
(1) productivity, (2) pricing, (3) cost management and, 
(4) client management

The five keys to firm profitability:

  Leverage (normally long)

  Utilisation (short)

  Billing rate (short)

  Realisation (short)

  Margin (long)

Our LUBRM Partner and Firm Performance Model



Beware of The Snakes of 
Complacency



The Ladders of Success



Firm Owners - Are You Delivering?

• How do you see your role in the business?

• Are you motivated by your work?

• Do you have personal and firm vision?

• Time is a resource - once gone you will never have that resource 
again

• Time is an investment - we need to make the best use of our time 
- it is not a renewable resource



Water flowing 
down a mountain 
always follows the 
path of least 
resistance…



Your Time Dustbin and Introducing

Meetings
Marketing

Admin

HOURS

Downtime

Downtime



Your Personal 
Development Plan



But my clients won’t pay 

The rule of fee flexibility 



Leveraging Your
Client Meetings



Leveraging Your Client Meetings

You ARE an important adviser to clients – probably THE most 
important

One small step -  seek to cross serve (not sell) – not be a consultant

Do not be side stepped or deterred by those who say “No”.

What can we learn from …



Use a Meeting Agenda With Your Clients

Meeting Agenda : 30 September 
1 What are your greatest challenges?
2 How do you feel about the business?

3 What does your profit forecast look like 
for the next year?

4 What feedback have you had from 
customers / clients?

5 How do you plan to develop the business?
6 -14 ... What can we do to assist?

15
“do you know anyone that you could introduce” or could you 
give me the names of anyone that you think would make a 
good client of the firm

Gain permission to advise. Respect!



Fuel
Rocket

What do you 
need to learn
to have a lift off?

Your role includes 
the opportunity to 
provide clients with 
new perspectives



Changing
the conversation

Unleash the power of  
revitalising  
client discussions



Ideas for how you could 
improve your financial 

statements in
60 minutes or less



FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

This is printed on 
designed 
stationery with an 
8-10% strength



Look for low hanging fruit. 
It takes less energy to pick. 

Additional services…

Look for low level problems.



Client Survey


